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Abs t r ac t .  In this paper, we introduce a fuzzy spatial object query lan- 
guage, called FuSOQL, to select, process and mine data from Spatial 
Object-Oriented Databases (SOODB). Fuzzy set theory is introduced in 
this extension of OQL to handle spatial data. Afterwards, the knowledge 
discovery process is applied to the selected data. In our case, this data 
mining is done by means of a fuzzy decision tree based technique. An 
experiment on a region of France is conducted with this algorithm to 
discover classification rules related to houses and urban area. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) [7] has been used to extract implicit 
information from vast amounts of data.  Recently, this technology has a t t racted 
the interest of researchers in several fields such as databases, statistics, machine 
learning, da ta  visualization and information theory. 

Researchers in Geographic Information Systems (GIS) [8] have also shown 
interest in knowledge discovery in spatial databases, called Spatial Data Min- 
ing, which has been defined as the extraction of interesting spatial patterns and 
features, general relationships between spatial and non-spatial data, and their 
general data characteristics not explicitly stored in spatial databases [14]. This 
technology is becoming more and more important  because a tremendous amount  
of spatial  and non-spatial da ta  have been collected and stored in large spatial 
databases using automat ic  da ta  collection tools. The main challenge of Spatial 
Da ta  Mining has been the relevant data  selection to discover knowledge. Thus, 
new data  selection methods have to be studied. Usually, these methods have 
been developed as extensions of query languages. The more significant query 
languages to mine spatial da ta  have been developed to discover knowledge from 
relational databases [6], [10], [12]. However, the development of query languages 
to access Spatial Object-Oriented Databases (SOODB) is still an open research 
area with large potential. 
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In this paper, an object query language (OQL) extension to select and pro- 
cess da ta  f rom a SOODB is presented. Fuzzy set theory is introduced in this 
language to handle spatial data.  Afterwards, the knowledge discovery process 
can be applied with the selected data. For instance, in our case, this process is 
a fuzzy decision tree based technique. 

This paper  is composed as follows: in Section 2, query languages are intro- 
duced. In Section 3, our approach based on the extension of a query language 
to discover knowledge from an SOODB, is presented. An application of this ap- 
proach is given in Section 4. Finally, we conclude and present some directions 
for future works. 

2 Q u e r y  l a n g u a g e s  

The first s tandard query language to access a relational database is SQL [11]. 
Its basic structures consists of se lec t ,  f r o m  and w h e r e  clauses. Typical query 
has the form: SELECT A1, Af , . . . ,A ,  FROM rl, rf,...,r~ WHERE P.  where each Ai 
represents an attribute of a database, each ri is a da ta  collection (a relation in 
this case), and P is a selection predicate (condition). 

Severals extensions of SQL were developed to handle complex da ta  such as 
object structure (Object Query Language (OQL) [4]), spatial da ta  (Spatial SQL 
[5]. Others extensions of SQL integrating operations to process da ta  have been 
proposed. For instance, a Fuzzy Query Language (Fsql) [2] processes fuzzy data,  
and a Data  Mining Query Language (DMQL) [9] discovers knowledge. 

2.1 O b j e c t  Q u e r y  Language 

An OQL [4] is an extension of the standard query language SQL to query an 
OODB. An OODB is composed by a set of objects. An object is associated with 
an object-identifier and a value. A value possesses a type either atomic (string,...) 
or structured. The structure can be a collection (a list, a set,.:.) or a tuple (a 
set of typed attributes).  Objects are grouped into classes which are organized 
in hierarchies. The object 's  behavior is determined by a set of methods.  The 
instances of a class are defined as a set of objects. Each object is associated with 
a name that  references it in the database. 

In an ODL, the s tatement  of the s e l e c t  clause can be composed by, for 
instance, a set of objects, structures,... The s ta tement  of the f rom clause is com- 
posed by expression paths associated with a name. An expression path  describes 
a pa th  in the hierarchies beginning from this name. The s ta tement  of the where 
clause is a condition on the objects to select. The answer to a query is a set of 
objects or a set of values for these objects. 

2.2 Spatial Query Language 

A spatial query language [5] handles spatial da ta  which are stored, [or instance, 
in a geographical database.  Such a database is composed of non-spatial and 
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spatial  data.  Non-spatial  da ta  are information describing objects such as: name, 
populat ion of town etc... Spatial da ta  specify the localization of the non-spatial  
data.  It  is generally represented by three spatial primitives: points, lines and 
area. A point represents (the geometric aspect of) an object for which only its 
location in space, but not its extent, is relevant. 

For example,  a city can be a point in a large geographic area (a large scale 
map) .  A region is the abstraction for something having an extent in 2d-space, 
e.g. a country, a lake, a national park or a house in small scale map  (Figure 
la) .  A line is the basic abstraction for facilities for moving through space, or 
connections in space (roads, rivers, cables for phone, electricity, etc) [13]. 
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la .  A region of France (1:125000) lb .  Result of a query (1:31860) 

F igure l .  Geographical data 

Non-spatial  da ta  can be handled with a classic query language, but the char- 
acteristics of spatial da ta  require specific operations that  can process and handle 
graphically spatial data.  In a spatial query, these operations are represented by 
methods in the where clause. The s e l e c t  clause can be done by means of the 
graphical interface. 

2.3 F u z z y  Q u e r y  Language 

A Fuzzy Query Language [2] is based on fuzzy set theory. In classical theory, 
given a set X and a set U C_ X, each element x E X either belongs to U or 
does not belong to U. It  can be summarized as follows: given a set X and a set 
U C X, let #u be the characteristic function such that:  #u  : X ) {0, 1}, and 
Vx E X, if x E U then pu(x) = 1, otherwise pu(x) = 0. In fuzzy set theory [17], 
the membership degree of an element x can vary from 0 to 1. The membership  
function #u  of the fuzzy set U is defined as: Pu : X > [0, 1]. 

Given a numerical at tr ibute U that  takes numerical values in X, a fuzzy 
partition can be defined on X by means of a set of fuzzy sets of X. For instance, 
in Figure 2, the numerical at t r ibute distance and its fuzzy values (near, far, very 
far) forming a fuzzy part i t ion of its universe ]R + are represented. 
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Figure2. Fuzzy values for the distance 

The where clause of a fuzzy query is composed by fuzzy values. The answer 
to this kind of query is a fuzzy set of elements defined by these fuzzy values. 

2.4 D a t a  Mining  Query  Language  

Data mining query language is used to discover knowledge in databases. This 
kind of languages has been introduced by [9] for relational databases. Their 
language is an extension of the classical SQL to mine a relational database. It 
is based on four major primitives: the set of data relevant to data mining, the 
kind of rules to discover, the background knowledge and the justification of the 
interestingness of the knowledge (cf. [9]). In addition to the se lec t ,  from and 
where part, a data mining query is composed by a clause that defines the kind 
of rules to discover and the data mining algorithm to be used. 

3 F u z z y  S p a t i a l  O b j e c t  Q u e r y  L a n g u a g e  a n d  D a t a  M i n i n g  

To discover knowledge from an SOODB, both the object-oriented nature of the 
data and their spatial specificity need to be taken into account simultaneously. 
However, no data mining techniques that can handle these two data properties 
exist yet. 

We propose a Fuzzy Spatial Object Query Language (FuSOQL) that is an ob- 
ject query language (OQL) extension to select and process data from a SOODB. 
Fuzzy set theory is introduced in this langage to handle spatial data. Afterwards, 
a data mining process is applied to the selected data to discover knowledge. A 
Fuzzy Spatial Object Query has the form: 

DATAMINING <Data mining algorithm> 
WITH 

SELECT A1 ,  A2,... ,An 
FROM 01~ 0 2 ~ . . . , 0  n 

WHERE P 

In the clause DATAMINING, the statement <Data mining algorithm> is the al- 
gorithm that has been chosen to mine the selected data. The other part of the 
query is a traditional s e l ec t  clause extended to spatial objects stored in object 
structure. The condition P of the clause is composed by: graphical methods of 
the graphical interfaces to visualize spatial data; spatial methods to compute 
informations from spatial data; and fuzzy methods to process numerical values 
of spatial data. These methods make use of background knowledge such as the 
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semantics linked to the object structure, the spatial object topology and the 
expert knowledge. 

3.1 F u S O Q L  : F u z z y  S p a t i a l  O b j e c t  Q u e r y  L a n g u a g e  

The da ta  selection is made through a fuzzy spatial query Q : S O O D B  > 
SO. This query is run on the S O O D B  to extract a subset of spatial objects 
SO relevant to the data  mining task. Afterwards, a process is done on every 
spatial  da ta  stored in an object structure. This process is a function c~ : SO ) 
T S  which transforms a set of spatial objects SO into a training set TS .  Such 
processing functions can be of two kinds: mathemat ica l  functions or fuzzy set 
theory based functions. 

M a t h e m a t i c a l  f u n c t i o n s .  The transformation of a spatial object Os E SO 
into a da ta  set D C_ T S  is performed thanks to a set S of compute operations 
C. We have 8 = {C I C : SO ) X c )  where Xc  is the set of values computed 
by the function C. 

For instance, a line l is composed by a set of points {Pll , '" ,Pl~} and the 
Euclidean distance is the function C : SO ) ]R defined as C(1) = I lPl~ - pl~ II. 

F u z z y  se t  t h e o r y  b a s e d  f u n c t i o n s .  For a given fuzzy operation f ,  if 2df is a 
set of continuous values (ie. Xf C_ JR), a t ransformation Txs of these values into 
fuzzy values can be done according to a fuzzy parti t ion of Xf into m fuzzy sets 
UI, ..., Urn. Thus, we have Txl  : Xf  --+ [0.1] m. 

For instance, the Euclidean distance liP1 -P211 between two points is a real 
value from ]R +. Given the set {near, far, very far} of fuzzy sets describing the 
distance (see Figure 2), the real value liP1 -P21] is converted into a set of three 
membership degrees to each fuzzy set: ,  ar(llPl -p EL), ,Jot(lip1 and 

3.2 D a t a  m i n i n g :  F u z z y  dec i s i on  t r e e s  

The s ta tement  of the DATAMINING clause transforms a training set into a set of 
rules. Given a training set T S  and a particular at tr ibute Ad G ,4 (the decision), 
provided by the expert, the da ta  mining step is a mining operation O : T S  • 
,4 > RB.  This operation generates a set R B  = {R1, . . . ,RN} of rules Ri : 
Pri )Coi .  The premise Pri of a rule Ri is a conjunction of tests Ak = akj on 
values akj of at tr ibutes Ak E .,4 -- {Ad}. The conclusion Coi of a rule is a value 
di for Ad. 

In our application, the DATAMINING clause is performed thanks to the fuzzy 
decision trees data  mining technique [3, 15]. Each node in a decision tree is asso- 
ciated with a test on the values of an attribute,  all edges from a node are labeled 
with values of the at t r ibute belonging to a parti t ion of its universe, and each leaf 
of the tree is associated with a value of the class. Edges can also be labeled by 
fuzzy values that  lead to the generalization of decision trees into fuzzy decision 
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trees [3]. Fuzzy decision trees handle fuzzy values either during their construction 
or when classifying new cases. The use of fuzzy set theory enhances the under- 
standability of decision trees when considering numerical attributes. An example 
of a fuzzy decision tree is given in Figure 4. A decision tree can be constructed 
from a set of examples (the training set). Each example is a case completely 
known, associated with a pair [description, class] where the description is a set 
of pairs [attribute, value] which is the available knowledge. Moreover, a fuzzy 
decision tree is equivalent to a fuzzy rule base R B  = {R1, ..., RN}.  A path of 
the tree is equivalent to an IF...THEN rule R : Pr § Co. Where the premise Pr  
is composed by tests on values of attributes, and the conclusion Co is the value 
of the decision that labels the leaf of the path. 

4 A p p l i c a t i o n  

An application of our method is presented in this section. Its aim is to find a set 
of classification rules related to the description of houses and their localization 
in an urban or in a non-urban area. 

Knowledge 

Figure3. System architecture 

The system architecture used in this application is shown in Figure 3. The 
FuSOQL is developed on top of the 02 DBMS [1] using the GIS GeO2 compo- 
nent [16]. The queries are performed using background knowledge as detailed 
in Section 3. The Salammb5 system of [15] is used to generate a fuzzy decision 
tree from the answer to the Fuzzy Spatial OQL. The SOODB and the GIS were 
provided by the French "Institut G~ographique National" (IGN). 

4.1 Q u e r y  

The used fuzzy spatial object query is: 
DATAMINING Fuzzy Decision Tree 
WITH 

SELECT x.house 

FROM x in Databasel  
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WHERE x.house--+inArea(CoordPtMin, CoordPtMax);  
The clause DATANINING is based on the algorithm to build fuzzy decision trees. 
It  extracts a set of fuzzy rules, given as a fuzzy decision tree, f rom the da ta  
selected by means of the clause s e l e c t .  In the condition of this clause, the 
method inArea(CoordPtMin, CoordPtMax) determines whether an object house 
is in the area defined by the two points CoordPtMin and CoordPtMax. 

This area has been defined by the user with the graphical interface system. 
A point has been selected with the mouse. It  is associated with the center of the 
area and CoordPtMin and CoordPtMax are the boundaries 0f this area, computed 
f rom this selected point. 

4.2 Fuzzy spatial object query 

First of all, the result of the s e l e c t  clause is the data  set 7/ of all houses per- 
taining to the given area (see Figure lb).  Each object from 7 / i s  associated with 
additional information to make up an example of a training set. This information 
is computed by means of knowledge related to the application. For instance, such 
knowledge is represented as the mathemat ica l  function d(pl, P2) which computes 
the Euclidean distance between the two points pl and P2. 

A particular kind of such knowledge consists in fuzzy modalities on the nu- 
merical universe of distances (Figure 2). Given a house h, the number  of houses 
in the three fuzzy area defined by these fuzzy modalities is valued. For each 
house h'  different from h, the distance d(ph,ph,) is evaluated. This distance is 
t ransformed into membership  degrees #,ear(h'), #far(h') and #very/ar(h'). Thus, 
the number  of houses in the area defined by the modal i ty  near is given by the 
fuzzy measure of cardinality: Nr  near -- ~h'e*l #n~r(h') And so on, for the 
other modalities. Some examples of the obtained training set are shown Table 1. 

Tab le l .  Examples from the Training set 

House Nr near Nr far Nr very far Urban 
hl 0.1 4.2 5.7 No 
h2 2.0 2.0 6.0 No 
h3 3.3 3.8 7.9 No 
h4 16.3 15.7 12.0 Yes 
h5 11.0 24.2 9.7 Yes 
h6 7.7 20.2 16.1 Yes 

4.3 Data Mining 

The s ta tement  of the DATAMINING clause is the algorithm to construct fuzzy 
decision trees implemented in the system Salammb6 [15]. A fuzzy decision tree, 
that  can be considered as a set of classification rules, is constructed from the 
training set obtained in the last section (cf Figure 4). It  enables us to decide 
wether a house is urban or not. 
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As mentioned, the Salammb5 system generates automatical ly a fuzzy decision 
tree and determines fuzzy modalities for the universe of values of each numerical 
at tr ibute.  The obtained fuzzy modalities on the number of houses in area are 
given in Figure 2. These fuzzy modalities will label the premises of the induced 
classification rules. 

Figure4.  Fuzzy decision tree 

4.4 V a l i d a t i o n  o f  t h e  f u z z y  r u l e  b a s e  

This set of rules, induced from houses belonging to a zone around a particular 
town, has been tested with other houses pertaining to a zone around another 
town. The selection clause and the processing step 4.2 were resumed with another 
center for a zone to generate a set (the test sel) to check the fuzzy rule base 
obtained in step 4.3. 

In our application, the studied region (Figure la) is composed of three towns 
T1, T2 and T3. A training set was generated from a zone around the town 771 
(Figure lb) and a test set was generated from a zone around the two other towns. 
The average error rate when classifying houses around towns T2 and T3 with the 
obtained fuzzy decision tree is 10.1%. In other words, given 413 houses from 
the new zone, 371 houses are perfectly classified as urban or non-urban with the 
induced set of fuzzy rules. 

5 C o n c l u s i o n  

In this paper, we propose a fuzzy spatial object query language, called Fu- 
SOQL, which selects and processes data  from Spatial Object-Oriented Databases 
(SOODB). This language is based on the introduction of mathemat ica l  and fuzzy 
set theory based functions to process and mine a SOODB. After a spatial object 
query and a mathemat ica l  and fuzzy preprocessing, we apply a fuzzy decision 
tree based technique to discover knowledge. This introduction of a preprocess- 
ing step and a fuzzy decision tree technique enables us to handle spatial  da ta  
related to a geographical region. Our algorithm has been applied and validated 
on a region of France to discover characterization rules related to houses and 
urban area. 
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In future work, new experiments will be conducted to discover another kind 
of knowledge. Moreover, we plan to automate the process of building the queries 
used to construct the training set. 
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